
Connecting Coolux Pandoras Box and Avolites Titan consoles  

via ArtNet and CITP  
tested with Titan 5.0 and Coolux MediaPlayer STD 5 Rev. 6247 

 

This is meant to be a introduction into the required steps: first thing is to control Pandoras Box via Art-Net, next is 

to transmit thumbnails using the CITP protocol. At the end, some useful in-depth information conclude this 

document. 

1. Connect both with a RJ-45 network cable; you might use a network switch. Please know as follows: 

a. Strictly as per the Art-Net specification, Pandoras Box accepts network addresses in the 2.x.x.x  

range only (subnet mask: 255.0.0.0)– please set the console address accordingly (same subnet 

mask, address similar but not equal). 

b. Problems have been reported with the option ‚continuous Artnet data stream‘ switched on – you 

might consider switching it off in System-> DMX settings if Pandoras Box flashes randomly. 

 

 

 

c. Broadcasting data does work, 

however, Unicast (addressing the 

Pandoras Box specifically by ist 

address) is recommended: start 

assigning Art-Net broadcast to one 

line (‘Broadcast: Universe 0’), and 

then change the IP address of this 

output node from the broadcast 

address (2.255.255.255) to the IP 

address  of your Pandoras Box. You 

might change the name as well – it 

doesn’t matter if it still shows 

‘Broadcast...‘, though. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

d. If everything has been installed correctly, you don’t have to tweak the firewall settings: usually, 

upon installation resp. first start both programs ask for permission to listen/talk to the network. 

However, in particular when using 3
rd

 party firewalls (Norton, Mc Afee and the likes), if you 
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encounter network related problems, the first option is to disable the firewall, and tweak with its 

settings later if required. 3
rd

 party firewalls usually do not know about Art-Net. 

e. At least during my tests, Pandoras Box didn’t provide Art-Net Poll – and thus doesn’t show up as 

Art-Net node in the console’s DMX settings. Thus, you need to assign as above described (assign 

broadcast, and address the unicast address manually). 

f. As a quick check whether Art-Net arrives at Pandoras Box at all, open Pandora’s Art-Net monitor 

(tools menu). This window shows at a glance the incoming signals. If no valid levels are shown, re-

check network and DMX settings. 

 

 

 

2. If not done before, start Pandoras Box, open a new (or an existing) 

project, and import some media files. 

 

3. In order to control (select) the media files, you need to assign them 

IDs (to the folders as well as to the individual files): in the ‘Project’ 

window, highlight (click) the folder you previously imported, and 

enter a number in the ‘Inspector’ window. A good starting point is ‘1’ 

for both entries, which assigns consecutive Ids like [1,1], [1,2], [1,3]... 

(see fig.) 
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4. Next step: activate Art-Net in Pandoras Box. Click on the ‚Configuration‘ tab in the main window (where 

usually the preview is shown), and click on ‚Activate Input‘. Also, you might activate ‚Exchange 

Thumbnails‘ in the ‚CITP based Thumbnail Exchange‘ section directly underneath – you’ll need it later.  

 

 

 

5. Now, click on the ‚Patch‘ tab in the main window. Usually, the pre-loaded settings are fine – all you need 

to do is to check the boxes for layer 1~4, which activates Art-Net control for these layers. 

 

 

 

6. Now, at the desk, patch Pandoras Box: 

a. Patch->Fixtures->Coolux->MediaPlayer v5->Video Layer (LT|STD|PRO) (Manager|Lighting) as well 

as the required number of graphic layers 

b. Exit the patch menu. Select the fixture representing the first video layer, locate it, play with the 

dimmer (which is Pandora’s opacity channel). In order to select a media/loop, press 

<Gobo1/Media>, select Folder 1 with the wheels, press <Gobo1/Media> again and select or 

change the media selection. 

7. Now, you system should be basically ready: Pandoras Box running fine, controllable via Art-Net, which 

your console is happy to send. If you change the values at the console, the controls in Pandoras Box must 

change accordingly. If not, go back and re-check the previous steps. Any attempt with CITP, without Art-
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Net, will not work. 

 

 

 

A word regarding the Pandoras Box Player’s modes:  

- Manager-Modes feature ‚normal‘ control channels and control for pivot points, but no extra effects. 

However, you can add and patch effects yourself (see above item 5.).  In order to control this from the 

console, you either need to edit the personality file, or you need to patch separate LTP channels/fixtures, 

which isn’t exactly handy. Also, bear in mind that different effects might need different numbers of 

control channels. 

- Lighting-Modes do not features pivot channels, but pre-configured sets of effects which are organised in a 

way that one channel (‘Effect Sel.’) selects the effect, and 8 channels (4 16-bit pairs) are reserved to 

control the selected effect. On the console, you access these effects via Gobo2 (effect 1) and 

Zoom/Focus/Iris (effect 2). 

- As a side effect, the Colourpicker cannot be used without tweaking: in PB’s MediaPlayer activate it (in the 

second top window, click on Aeon FX, open the folder ‘Color Effects’, select ‚Color Fade‘ and drag’n’drop 

it onto the FX entry of the respective layer. However, you need to activate the control channels for this 

effect separately, see above step 5 – and you need to do the same thing at the console, altering the 

personality file. One possible solution might be to do this for the output layer only. This is usually 

sufficient for many applications, you need to change only one mode in the personality file, and you still 

have two effects available for each layer. 

- If you use the same effect collection frequently, you might consider setting this in PB’s player right at the 

start (using the Manager mode), and use a customized personality in the console. If this is done properly, 

the Colourpicker will work, too. 

A word about CITP 

CITP was designed to help with two issues: simplify the patch process, and transmit thumbnails. Unfortunately, 

combining these – independent – parts of the story is not always a brilliant idea. In our case, PB is much more 

flexible when it comes to assigning DMX channels than the protocol takes into account (e.g. you can define for 

every single control channels if it should listen to Art-Net at all and, if yes, to which channel), whereas displaying 

thumbnails in Titan works only if patching was done automatically. Thus, you’re bound to decide a specific 

configuration, waiving some of the flexibility. 
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Here is how it works: 

8. In Pandoras Box, activate Art-Net (step 4.), patch the DMX channels, and activate CITP thumbnails.  

9. Pre-requisite: the console’s personalities need to be up-to-date (N.B.: at the time of writing, up-to-date 

didn’t necessarily mean everything was working; I made some working files myself. Please write to 

s.beutel@avolites.de if you need a copy). The orchestrated co-operation between the several files is 

described further down here. 

10. On the console, press  <Patch> -> [Active Fixture]. Now ‚COOLUX Pandoras Box‘ should be displayed as an 

available option:  

 

Select this entry, and set DMX-line and address to the correct values (you need to do this manually since 

Pandoras Box doesn’t transmit this information), and click a fixture button to patch it there. 

 

 

As described later on, this patches the default layers (2 video layers, 2 graphic layers) as individual 

fixtures. 

11. Usually, the CITP scan is performed when the console software starts. If Pandoras Box has been 

connected/switched on later, it might not show up as an Active Fixture. Restart the console software, and 

try again. 

12. This way, the layers should have been patched correctly, Thumbnails are displayed in the Attribute Editor 

workspace – of course on the Media  page - when a layer is being selected.  
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Again one hint: thumbnails show up only if folders and files have IDs assigned in Pandoras Box (see step 3 

above). If you haven’t done so, no thumbnails will be displayed, and you cannot control media selection 

via Art-Net. 

 

Some remarks: 

- If patched ‚normally‘ (not as an Active Fixture, but via the patch menu), all possible 255 items per folder 

will be displayed, as buttons with the corresponding number. But if patched via CITP Active Fixture, only 

the used buttons will show up, labelled with the corresponding file names. Also, the corresponding DMX 

values are set accordingly. If e.g. the assigned IDs start from 5 onwards, only present files are displayed, 

and clicking the first button results in DMX = 5. 

- Pandoras Box doesn’t transmit folder names. Used folders show up as blank button, without any label. 

- If you select an empty folder, the thumbnails of the previously selected non-empty folder will stay in the 

display. 

- It’s recommended to start the media server before starting the console. 

- If the console has been started before Pandoras Box was switched on/connected, no thumbnails will be 

displayed. Here is a workaround: 

o Start/connect Pandoras Box, load the project 

o On the desk, press Patch->Update Personality. Now the display shows all players which have 

previously been patched as ‚Active Fixtures‘ . Select them one by one to update. 

o Finally: <Clear>, <Exit>, close the Attribute Editor, then select a layer, and open Attribute Editor 

again. 

� After updating personalities, you cannot select fixtures numerically. This is a bug in Titan 

5 and 6. Possible workaround: define groups, which you then can select numerically. 

o After changing contents in the media server (import/delete media, changing IDs), you need to tell 

the desk that it needs to update ist cache: 
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� Tools->Additional Programs->Command Prompt 

 

� Type into the DOS box (an external keyboard might be handy for this): 

net stop „Avolites CITP Active Fixture“      press  ENTER  

net start „Avolites CITP Active Fixture“     press  ENTER  

(you could do the same thing via system settings. However, the DOS box thing is much 

quicker and less error prone). 

 

 

This deletes the internal thumbnail cache, and makes Titan refresh the stored thumbnails. 

o Now, as previously described, press <Patch>, 8Update Personality], and select each layer to 

update it. This way, thumbnails, IDs and filenames will be updated. 
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A word about CITP implementation in Titan 

One particular file is important for CITP to work: CitpFixtureMapping.xml in the Titan fixture library. The 

important sections are 

 

<Fixture name="Coolux Pandoras Box Player" nameSear ch="^coolux Pandoras Box $" 
manufacturer="Coolux" displayName="Pandoras Box Pla yer STD"> 
    <Patch name="player 5.0 std"  test="l1 == 0" de fault="true"> 
      <Layer number="1" name="Layer1 Video" fileNam e="Coolux_MediaPlayer v5.d4" mode="Player 
Video Layer STD Manager" /> 
      <Layer number="2" name="Layer2 Video" fileNam e="Coolux_MediaPlayer v5.d4" mode="Player 
Video Layer STD Manager" /> 
      <Layer number="3" name="Layer3 Graphics" file Name="Coolux_MediaPlayer v5.d4" 
mode="Player Video Layer STD Manager" /> 
      <Layer number="4" name="Layer4 Graphics" file Name="Coolux_MediaPlayer v5.d4" 
mode="Player Video Layer STD Manager" /> 
    </Patch> 
  </Fixture> 

and 

<ThumbNailInformation fileName="Coolux_MediaPlayer v5.d4"> 
    <Attribute ID="Folder" update="Media"/> 
    <Attribute ID="Media" updatedBy="Folder" msexTy pe="Element"/> 

</ThumbNailInformation> 

 

The first section tells the desk what is should display and which fixture/mode it should patch if an Active Fixture is 

found on the network. Thus, if you want to change this relationship, e.g. want some more layers, or different 

modes, then you need to edit this section. The mode value must be the same as the mode name in the 

personality file (Coolux_MediaPlayer v5.d4). Then again, if you want to make use of the colourpicker as described 

above, you need to edit the personality itself. 

The second section determines how thumbnails are displayed. The important part here is that the attribute ids 

are the same as in the personality file. 

 

Finally, please keep in mind that both, the personality itself as well as the CITPFixtureMapping.xml are updated 

upon updating the consoles personality library. Thus it’s highly recommended that you backup the files if you 

manually applied any changes. 

 

 


